Agenda IWG PTI 20-05-2015

• 9.00h Opening, Agenda, Wifi
• 9.15h Introduction, individual input/output
• 11.00h Background IWG/PTI
• 11.30h Election Co-chair
• 11.40h Start Terms of Reference
• 12.30h lunch
• 13.30h Terms of Reference (continued)
• 16.30h next steps/communication
• 16.45h next meeting
• 17.00h closing
IWG PTI

20 May 2015
Purpose PTI

• Improve safety
• Improve environment
• Facilitate cross-border transport
Numbers

- PTI EU Directive (28 countries): 70,000,000/y
- PTI 97 Agreement (12 Contracting Parties): ?
- PTI worldwide: ?
Relations

- UNECE/WP29/58 Agreement: Type approval components (and in the near future IWVTA)
- UNECE/WP1/Vienna Convention
- UNECE/WP15/ADR
Objective IWG PTI

• Improvement of the 97 Agreement + Rules leading to more Contracting Parties and consequently higher impact on safety, environment and mobility

• Stimulate international harmonisation of PTI standards
Approach

- Long term development with subsequent improvements, step by step on basis of mandate per step
- Transfer items which are outside the mandate, relevant but not urgent to a next step